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A new Africa is emerging...
…one that is no longer propelled by inflated oil and
commodity prices. Home to seven of the world’s ten fastestgrowing economies, Africa offers some of the most dynamic
market opportunities on the planet. With the global macro
environment remaining uncertain, African economies now
need to work to grow.
The UK, by return, offers unparalleled access to capital
markets for ‘home-grown’ African companies that are
seeking to go global.
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Realising the opportunity

Recent thought leadership

The Africa Services Group at Deloitte UK brings together insights and innovation
with industry and local market expertise to support companies inbound to, and
outbound from, Africa. Deloitte UK is involved with over 600 projects in Africa every
year; helping our clients to realise their potential in Africa.
Through over 6,000 professionals, Deloitte Africa services 51 of 54 African
countries; and has a physical presence in 34 of them.

Insight
Applying innovative thinking
that anticipates emerging
trends.

Industry expertise
Helping clients understand
complex issues and make
strategic decisions, wherever
they conduct business.

Geographic
experience
Navigating local challenges
through our on-the-ground
presence in Africa.

Full breadth
service offering
A fully-integrated service
offering including Audit, Tax,
Consulting and Financial
Advisory.

Making an impact
that matters for our
clients

CFO Survey in Africa 2016
Insight into the views of CFOs from across
Africa on the cost of funding, risk factors,
cash flow priorities and strategic intent.

2016 Africa Private Equity Confidence
Survey
This forward-looking survey provides
valuable insight into how fellow private
equity (PE) practitioners view the
landscape at present as well as their future
expectations.
Africa’s infrastructure challenges
Meeting the demand for key infrastructure
in Africa is a priority. This report looks at
the importance of adequate infrastructure
within Africa for the continent’s long-term
growth.

We apply innovative
thinking that anticipates
emerging trends and offers
a different perspective.
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For more information visit www.deloitte.co.uk/africa
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